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AD HOC NETWORKS: Technologies and ProtocolsSpringer, 2004
Wireless mobile networks and devices are becoming increasingly popular as
they provide users access to information and communication anytime and anywhere.
Conventional wireless mobile communications are usually supported
by a wired fixed infrastructure. A mobile device would use a single-hop wireless
radio communication to...

		

A Computational Model of Natural Language Communication: Interpretation, Inference, and Production in Database SemanticsSpringer, 2006
Everyday life would be easier if we could simply talk with machines instead of having to program them. Before such talking robots can be built, however, there must be a theory of how communicating with natural language works. This requires not only a grammatical analysis of the language signs, but also a model of the cognitive agent, with...

		

Dry Eye and Ocular Surface DisordersCRC Press, 2004

	In addition to communicating current methods for diagnosis and assessing the array of conventional and newfound therapeutic options for dry eye and ocular surface disorders, this edifying reference offers scientific background on normal ocular surface and tear film functioning; descriptions of the mechanisms involved in inflammation; and a...






		

The IMS: IP Multimedia Concepts and ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
The IMS: IP Multimedia Concepts and Services, Second Editionbuilds on the success of the previous best-selling edition, providing comprehensive coverage of IMS – its concepts, architecture, protocols and functionalities with a wealth of new and updated material. Mobile telephony with the current technology has been hugely...

		

Principles of Model CheckingMIT Press, 2008
Our growing dependence on increasingly complex computer and software systems necessitates the development of formalisms, techniques, and tools for assessing functional properties of these systems. One such technique that has emerged in the last twenty years is model checking, which systematically (and automatically) checks whether a model of a...

		

Everyday Leadership: Getting Results in Business, Politics, and LifeUniversity of Michigan Press, 2007

	?A book that truly speaks to everyone. . . . Always practical, often inspiring, this is more a reference book than a self-improvement text, and a great read for any would-be leader.”

	?Roger Penske, owner of Penske Corporation and Penske Racing


	?Sound, practical advice driven home with real-world examples. . . . This...






		

Writing for Digital MediaRoutledge, 2010


	In the digital age, we are all consumers and producers, readers and publishers

	alike. The Internet has made it possible for anyone to publish his or her writing

	online almost instantaneously for all the world to read.





	The evolution of digital media has introduced both unprecedented challenges

	and opportunities for...

		

Business and Competitive Analysis: Effective Application of New and Classic MethodsFT Press, 2007

	“I believe that this book will fill a great need for both full-time competitive intelligence practitioners, and those looking to add analytical skills to their managerial tool kit.”

	--Bill Fiora, Partner and Founder, Outward Insights
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Communicating with Email and the Internet: Learning Made SimpleButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
This handy textbook covers all you will need to know to learn to communicate using email and the internet. 

Learning Made Simple books give readers skills without frills. They are matched to the main qualifications, in this case ECDL, ICDL and CLAIT, and written by experienced teachers and authors to make often tricky subjects simple to...





		

Social Media Commerce For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	Capture customers and sales with social media commerce


	Social media commerce is a booming industry. By using social networks in the context of e-commerce transactions, brands large and small are making their products more available and more convenient for customers. This one-of-a-kind guide introduces you to social media...


		

Coding Games in Scratch: A Step-by-Step Visual Guide to Building Your Own Computer GamesDK Children, 2015

	Written for children ages 8–12 with little to no coding experience, this straightforward visual guide uses fun graphics and easy-to-follow instructions to show young learners how to build their own computer projects using Scratch, a popular free programming language.


	With Coding Games in Scratch, kids can build single...


		

Marketing to the Social Web: How Digital Customer Communities Build Your BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
An updated and expanded Second Edition of the popular guide to social media for the business community    

    Marketers must look to the Web for new ways of finding customers and communicating with them, rather than at them. From Facebook and YouTube to blogs and Twitter-ing, social media on the Internet is the most promising new way to...
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